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I wish simply to comment on the present difficult context (which has prompted this Inquiry), 
without attributing its genesis to inadequacies  either in the Act or in interpretations of the 
letter (or spirit)  of the Act.  

1 It needs to be acknowledged both privately and publicly that the current disruption of a 
preciously harmonious relationship between the University of Tasmania and the Hobart 
community is a grave matter.  Whether or not the proposed move from the Sandy Bay 
campus into the Hobart CBD is wise and appropriate (and there are diverse points of view on 
that matter) it must be conceded that the administrative processes over the last several years, 
maybe the last decade, have been  somewhat flawed .  Any idea that the present unfortunate 
situation is merely the manifestation of community resistance to innovation, lack of 
appreciation of the implications of the University being forced into a business model,  or 
worse, unrealistic nostalgia is simply inadequate.  

At least the gravity of the situation needs acknowledgement.  I cannot comment on whether 
a change in the Act would have been useful. 

2 The COVID -19 pandemic may have contributed to a worsening of the situation for many 
reasons – and the university is to be commended for some aspects of its response to the 
pandemic. But the reduction in face-to- face encounters at all levels including at the 
interface between university and wider community may have been a serious aggravating 
factor. However, it is my view that the overreliance on digital communication in both 
education and administration over the last few years at least is a part of the genesis of the 
present debacle.  Clearly the pandemic has stimulated remarkable and useful advances in 
digital communication but the downside is not adequately appreciated. 

Wise persons have pointed out the serious limitations of digital communication.  Thomas 
Fuchs, Professor of Psychiatry and Philosophy at University of Heidelberg, Germany made 
(with awareness of the pandemic) recent comments worth noting. See Appendix. 

Caution is needed therefore regarding any attempt to substitute digital communication for 
bodily co-location in any activity founded on interpersonal communication.  Indeed, care is 
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needed in all forms of education, which is at its core an interpersonal activity fostering 
personal growth as well as the acquisition of facts and concepts.   

The points made by Fuchs (and others) are of crucial importance, not only for educators but 
also for planners and administrators tempted for example to merge small but thriving 
initiatives into larger wholes: the personal flourishing of academics (and managers) can be 
hampered.  Re-personalisation should be the explicit norm guiding reconstruction or 
individual and societal function post COVID; the depersonalisation undertaken for 
'efficiency' may have gone too far, even in the University of Tasmania, and contributed to 
the dysfunction of some educational and cultural entities and to the distress of fine 
personnel. 

COVID-19 has indeed given impetus to digital communication and the University of 
Tasmania  has made a fine commitment to take advantage of this in several contexts, 
including public lectures. But there needs to be deep awareness of the loss to town/gown 
relationships as a consequence of the attenuation of the precious ‘occasions’ prompted by 
‘named’ and memorial lectures given by distinguished scholars on site at the Stanley 
Burbury Theatre, Sandy Bay campus– or at the Menzies Institute (CBD) in the case of the 
Cobbold lecture (a celebratory event of the medical school). These occasions, not only 
enabled a visit to personally significant precincts but also prompted spontaneous 
conversations, not only with other citizens interested in university matters but also   
sometimes with academics and distinguished visiting speakers before and after the lecture.  
Access on line of recorded proceedings, however commendable, is in no way equivalent.  It 
can be hoped that if/when the pandemic truly wanes then the ‘occasions’ will resume with 
full vigour. But it is regrettable that at a time when Hobart town/gown relationships are of 
critical significance, something may have been lost.  

The educational and administrative implications for the University of Tasmania of serious 
over-reliance on digital communication are surely obvious, especially if major structural and 
functional change is being contemplated or implemented – but can hardly be contained in 
provisions of the Act.  At least face-to-face collocated communication could be encouraged 
within the Act, and limits placed on the reliance on digital communication.  

 

3 Facts about management style are not readily available to me, but rumours in the 
city concerning some intrusion of management into purely educational decisions 
suggest that management is not facilitatory but regulatory – a regrettable state of affairs. 
The former mode of management has managers focussed, not on regulating, but on 
facilitating the educational and research activities of highly qualified and competent 
academics, obviously within the limits of the resources available: such competence 
should be assumed to be a core quality of appropriately appointed academic staff. 
Management intrusion and style has apparently contributed to the loss of several 
gifted academics.  



The implications should be obvious for the need for involvement of actively teaching 
and research-focussed academics not only in decisions about educational activity, 
but also in the planning of major structural or functional or even geographic change 
of the whole institution – in the initial and later stages of such change. Whether or 
not an appropriate philosophy of university management as truly facilitatory, not 
regulatory, could be enshrined in legislation is not for me to judge. 

The teaching and research academics, in concert with students, are clearly the core of 
the university as a community of scholars, and everything in the university, 
including budget allocations should reflect this.  

 

4 The role and even potential of the Act in facilitating the core functions of the 
University of Tasmania (even as set out in the Act) is worthy of consideration. It is 
important to differentiate a university from an advanced college or other tertiary 
educational entity: the merger in Tasmania in response to the Dawkins reforms some 
decades ago may have blurred the characteristics particular to a university and its 
academic and administrative requirements. 

As a non-lawyer I would suggest that the law regarding a university must not only 
safeguard and facilitate the exercise of academic freedom and independence, and the 
personal flourishing of academics on whose quality the university depends, but also 
should set out to embody values, influence management culture, set limits and 
boundaries for right action regarding non-educational activities, and ensure that 
core functions, namely education and research, remain central to all university 
activity. The approach the Inquiry takes, expressed in the tone of its report as well as 
its content, may in fact also facilitate the community healing needed by not only 
acknowledging publicly the gravity of the situation, but also by recommending steps 
to be taken to restore trust in the administration and direction, and to arrest the 
apparent decline of some of the University’s core functions.  

 

I conclude these remarks with an expression of hope that at a critical time in the evolution 
of Tasmania, The University of Tasmania may soon emerge again as a unifying as well as 
enriching element in Tasmanian and indeed Australian society, and continue to contribute 
ideas of benefit to human welfare everywhere. 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX    A note on the limitations of online communication. (from Fuchs) 

 

 Thomas Fuchs, psychiatrist and philosopher of Heidelberg, has (with awareness of the 
pandemic) offered recently a profound study of these matters. (In Defense of Human Being.  
Oxford University Press, 2021) 

On his consideration of 'empathy in the age of virtuality' he notes: 

.    

 It is precisely through the contrast with digital communication that we can recognise 
 what bodily presence really means: 

    

  it does not merely consist of the alternating exchange of messages but also 
  enables simultaneous communication, namely active listening with the signs 
  of attention, questioning, or confirmation through glances or nods; 

 

  added to this is the empathic perception of expression, enabling mutual  bodily resonance; 

 

  the experience of the direct encounter of the gaze, in which the embodied   
  intentionality of the person condenses; 

 

            the possibility of touching and being touched; 

 

finally, the atmospheric feeling of the presence of the other, which is based on the 
synaesthetic interaction of the senses. This shows itself not least in shared silence as one of 
the most intensive forms of physical co-presence, which is inaccessible to technically 
mediated communication. 

 

    

 

 

 




